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Abstract

In the cell, protein-ligand recognition involves association and dissociation processes controlled by the affinity of the two binding partners and chemical harvesting of adenosine triphosphate energy. Fundamental knowledge of selected recognition events is currently translated in synthetic environment for biosensors, immunoassays and diagnosis applications, or for pharmaceutical development. However, in order to advance such fields, one needs to determine the lifetime and binding efficiency of the two partners, as well as the complex’ energy landscape parameters. We employed contact mode atomic force microscopy to evaluate the association and dissociation events between streptavidin protein and its anti-streptavidin antibody ligand, currently used for nucleotide array, ELISA, and flow cytometry applications, just to name a few. Using biotin as control, our analysis helped characterize and differentiate multi- or single bonds of different strengths as well as associated energy landscapes to determine protein-ligand structural arrangement at nanointerfaces and how these depend on the specificity of the ligand-recognition reaction. Our results suggest that understanding the importance of the rupture forces between a protein and its ligand could serve as the first step to protect on-off switches for biomedical research applications where specificity and selectivity are foremost sought.
Introduction

Biological world maintains structure and function through operative molecular interactions. For instance, the specific interactions and high recognition affinity between antibodies and protein antigens contribute to pathogen and their product recognition to ultimately provide immune protection\(^1\)\(^2\). Accordingly, protein antigen and antibody binding affinity and energetics are becoming a prominent area in therapeutics where ligand specificity influences humoral immunity\(^3\)\(^6\).

Fundamental knowledge of molecular interactions binding affinity and strength\(^7\) was gained mostly by studying their in situ characteristics using techniques relying on optical\(^8\) and magnetic tweezers\(^9\), or impedance spectroscopy\(^10\). For instance, Sischka et al., studied the dynamic translocation of ligand-complexed DNA through solid-state nanopores using optical tweezers\(^11\), Liebesny et al., determined the number of proteins bound non-specifically to DNA using magnetic tweezers\(^12\), while Duan et al., showed how impedance spectroscopy could be used to study the formation of a silicon nanowire field-effect transistor capable to measure protein–ligand binding affinities and kinetics with sensitivities down to femtomolar concentrations\(^13\). However, the implementation of such studies is currently hindered by either optical perturbations and how these affect the performance of the tweezers\(^14\),\(^15\), or the complexity and time scale of sample preparation and sample storage\(^15\), and the reduced detection capability of the instrument and how instrument’s overheating influences the measurement process\(^15\) especially for protein-ligand pairs known to be heat sensitive\(^16\).

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was recently implemented to circumvent some of these drawbacks; the technology does not require a specific or tedious pretreatment of the samples, is user and environmentally friendly, and allows for nano-resolution while depicting the exquisite surface structure of the samples being investigated\(^17\). As such, AFM was employed to visualize the surface architecture of Corynebacterium glutamicum with the analyses revealing an inner layer with about 11 nm periodicity in the structure of the individual cell\(^18\). The interaction parameters, such as the rupture force and dissociation constant, energy landscape parameters or energy bond and energy barrier width of the biotin and streptavidin bond were also quantified using AFM\(^19\); biotin and streptavidin are known to form the strongest non-covalent interaction in the biological world. Complementary, AFM analysis of the newly identified protein Gli349 and sialyllactose molecules revealed an unbinding force of around 70 pN; the Gli family is involved in the gliding of the bacteria Mycoplasma\(^20\). Similarly, Ge et al., used AFM to study the specific interaction between bivalent aptamer Bi-8S and investigated the unbinding dynamics and dissociation energy landscape of their multivalent interactions\(^21\); the aptamer is a class of molecular probes used for protein recognition, detection, and inhibition.
Translating and implementing the knowledge of binding affinity and strength led to the development of immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)\textsuperscript{22} and cancer\textsuperscript{23} detection assays. Complementary, studying the interaction of two complementary or partly matched single strands of DNA molecules helped identify DNA mutations\textsuperscript{24} or damages\textsuperscript{25}, while self-assembly monolayer technology relying on binding and recognition at electrode interfaces is currently used in controlling deposition of nanostructures\textsuperscript{26} or biosensor’s sensitivity\textsuperscript{27}. However, there are still fundamental questions to be answered before further implementation of biomolecular interactions in synthetic assays is to be realized. In particular, scientific endeavor is required to investigate how single molecular scale interactions at the protein-ligand binding pocket site can be distinguished from non-specific interactions such as binding at intermediate positions. Lack of specificity is associated with weaker interactions that could lead to both low sensitivity and low detection capabilities in synthetic assays such as ELISA\textsuperscript{28} or immunodiagnostic\textsuperscript{29-32}. Such endeavors require understanding of the basis for protein-ligand binding as well as the energetics associated with protein-ligand individual complexes formation.

To help answer these questions, we formulated a quantitative method that allowed for the ranking selection of unbinding forces between streptavidin and its ligand, namely anti-streptavidin antibody, all under known mechanical stress. By controlling the specificity of binding and limiting non-specific interactions, we showed through multi-Gaussian fitting that fine tuning of the protein-ligand interactions can help identify the disposition of protein binding site, distinguish the protein arrangement at interfaces and its influence on the energy landscape, as well as shed light into the characteristics of the protein-ligand recognition event and the association and dissociation events. Unraveling such events allowed analysis of ligand-breaking maps, all under a known mechanical force, to be used for a variety of applications from ELISA\textsuperscript{28} to immuno-diagnosis or -reagent analysis\textsuperscript{22,23}. 
Results and discussion

Applied biochemistry relies on molecular recognition as an essential element in evaluating self-replication, self-assembly, and information processing. Analysis of biomolecular recognition events performed in synthetic environment have shown that protein-ligand interactions are the key part of the bond formation, with the bond being strongly influenced by both steric hindrance and protein’s arrangement at a particular interface.

To evaluate and help rank biomolecular recognition events based on the bond energetics, we used the streptavidin-anti-streptavidin antibody complex. Streptavidin was chosen as a model protein based on previous reports that helped characterize both its structure as well as its interaction with known ligand biotin.

Experimental set-up to evaluate biomolecular recognition events between a protein and its ligands

Our experimental approach used atomic force microscopy (AFM) in contact mode, streptavidin-coated surfaces and ligand-coated AFM tips and evaluated the rupture forces between proteins and their ligands at a constant trigger force. Specifically, Figure 1 shows the multi-step functionalization of glass surfaces with streptavidin. Briefly, by immersing glass slides into Piranha solution hydroxyl radicals were generated and subsequently used to immobilize 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS) to be used as “hangers” for covalent binding of glutaraldehyde (GA; Figure 1a). Streptavidin was attached to the glutaraldehyde-functionalized surfaces using the zero length EDC/NHS chemistry; complementary, anti-streptavidin antibody or biotin (used as control) ligands were immobilized onto the AFM tip by using physical binding (Figure 1b).

Figure 1c and Figure 1d depict the rupture force as result of engaging and de-engaging the ligand-functionalized tip from the streptavidin-coated surface under an external force controlled by the user (Figure 1c for the anti-streptavidin antibodies and 1d for biotin control). During the engaging process, the ligand-coated AFM tip came in direct contact with the streptavidin-coated surface to form ligand-protein conjugate complexes. During the tip detaching process and when the force generated by the bending of the cantilever reached the rupture force (with a more severe bent being a result of a higher rupture force between the coated tip and the streptavidin), the interaction between the ligand-coated tip and the streptavidin-coated surface was broken and recorded.

To evaluate the rupture force between streptavidin and its ligands (i.e., biotin used as control and anti-streptavidin antibodies), two different cantilevers with spring constants of 20±6 pN/nm and 90±27 pN/nm respectively, were used. Since the effective spring constant depends on the elastic properties of both the cantilever and the substrate, we used thermal tuning and analysis of the deflection versus
distance curve at constant room temperature to calibrate the cantilevers before each experiment\textsuperscript{41}. Thermal tuning analysis showed spring constants of 25±5 pN/nm and 104±14 pN/nm respectively; subsequently, the resulting rupture forces of the biotin-streptavidin (control) or anti-streptavidin antibodies-streptavidin complexes were evaluated at 1.2x10\textsuperscript{5} pN/s and 5.4x10\textsuperscript{5} pN/s force loading rates, with the loading rate being determined from the rate of cantilever retraction\textsuperscript{42}. The rate of cantilever retraction was defined as the velocity at which the tip retracted from the streptavidin-coated surface resulting in retraction values between 4800±1000 nm/s and 5192±616 nm/s respectively for the two cantilevers being considered.

Figures 2a and 2b shows the representative force maps of 1 µm × 1 µm areas where the analysis of the rupture forces between the anti-streptavidin antibodies- or the biotin-coated tip and streptavidin-coated surfaces respectively were performed. For the contact mode AFM force analysis, the area underneath the tip was divided automatically into 10×10 matrices to result in 100 parallel test areas/per experiment, with the AFM measuring the rupture force upon contact between the ligand-coated tip and each one of these matrices and providing the average force map per individual area being analyzed. Each square was color-coded with the darker color representing a smaller rupture force while the lighter color referred to a larger value of such force.

**Analysis of protein-ligand rupture events**

Figures 2c and 2d show the representative histograms force distribution associated with the rupture events, each derived from 100 independent matrices allowing for force measurements. For the anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin experiment, the rupture force ranged from 0 to 100 pN, with a dominant regime in the 25 pN to 80 pN range and two peaks (Figure 2c). The red solid line resulted from the multi-Gaussian fitting identified an average rupture force of about 42 pN with F*1 (68.7pN) presumably indicating the most probable rupture force for a single bond formed between anti-streptavidin antibodies-coated tip and streptavidin-coated surface\textsuperscript{43,44}. The force distribution also revealed another peak centered around 12.8 pN presumably associated with the non-specific interaction between the tip and the surface or binding of the antibodies at other than the specific streptavidin pocket site. Indeed, in control experiments performed with anti-streptavidin antibodies-coated AFM tips brought in close proximity of the glass surface functionalized with only glutaraldehyde, showed a rupture force of only 12.2±6.8 pN.

For the control experiment performed between the biotin-coated tip and the streptavidin-coated surface (Figure 2d), the rupture force ranged from 5 pN to 1340 pN, with a dominant regime in the 200 to 900 pN range and with multiple peaks distribution\textsuperscript{45}. Multi-Gaussian fit allowed identification of the
average rupture force at around 551 pN with peaks distribution at F*1 (285 pN), F*2 (636 pN) and F*3 (973 pN) respectively presumably associated with rupture events for single, double and triple bonds. Forces below 100 pN were presumably due to non-specific interactions of the biotin-coated tip to the streptavidin-coated surface, non-specific interactions of the biotin-coated tip at other than the structural site of the attached streptavidin or the structural arrangement of the streptavidin at the glass interface that lead to a structural packing with limited biotin binding ability, or an equilibrium between the association and dissociation process respectively. Indeed, control experiments showed that biotin-coated tips brought in close proximity of the glutaraldehyde-coated glass surfaces resulted in a rupture force of only about 8.6±7.1 pN.

Figure 3 plots the mean rupture force against the loading rate for the unbinding process of the two different ligands, with Figure 3a showing the loading rate dependence of the rupture force in the unbinding process of the anti-streptavidin antibody-coated tip and the streptavidin-coated surface and Figure 3b of the biotin-coated tip and the streptavidin-coated surface respectively. The analyses are based on at least 12 independent replicates performed for each of the protein-ligand complex being investigated. The red solid lines represent the linear fitting for the two protein-ligand complexes being considered, with each complex containing two regimes. Namely, for the anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin complex, the average rupture force between the coated tip and the streptavidin-coated surface showed a rapid decrease in the loading rate ranging from 690000 pN/s to 18400 pN/s, followed by a more gradual decrease in the 161000 pN/s to 11500 pN/s range respectively. For the control with the biotin-coated tip, the rupture force between the functionalized tip and the streptavidin-coated substrate decreased with the loading rate. The average rupture force dropped from 601 pN to 142 pN as the loading rate dropped from 150000 pN/s to 7500 pNs. However, in the slower loading rate (ranging from 2500 pN/s to 250 pN/s), the average rupture force was minimally changed (from 130 pN/s to 115 pN/s) which could be due to the association and dissociation processes between the two ligands being at equilibrium. Analysis also showed the presence of additional points in the loading range from 2980 to 8103 pN/s (ln(Lr)=8~9) which were identified as being contained in a so-called “intermediate region”.
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**Kinetics of the association and dissociation of protein-ligand complexes recognition events**

For the quantitative analysis of the unbinding characteristics of the protein-ligand complexes, we employed Bell-Evans model\textsuperscript{52, 53} and Kramer’s theory\textsuperscript{54} and evaluated the dissociation rates and energy barriers. Briefly, Bell-Evans model predicts a linear relationship between the rupture force and the logarithm of the loading rates\textsuperscript{44}, with the dissociation of the protein-ligand complex under an external force being correlated to the applied external force\textsuperscript{55} by:

\[
k(F) = k_0 \exp\left(\frac{Fx^*}{k_BT}\right)
\]

(1),

where \(k(F)\) is the off-rate of protein-ligand dissociation that depends on the external force being applied \((F_x)\), \(k_0\) is the dissociation rate constant in the absence of an external force, \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant, \(T\) is the absolute temperature, and \(x^*\) is the energy barrier width which relates to the distance between the binding partners and the transition state projected along the direction of the applied force\textsuperscript{53}. As the applied force increased with time and the deformation of the cantilever, the likelihood of any bond formed between the tip and the surface to be broken also increased, allowing for the probability density \((P)\) of the “surviving” population of bonds to be calculated function of the failure of a single bond and the time required to break that bond, i.e., \(t\), respectively using:

\[
P(t,F) = k(F)\exp\left(-\frac{t}{\int k(f(t'))dt}\right)
\]

(2),

\(P\) has a maximum value when \(dP/dF=0\) and \(F=F_{\text{max}}\) respectively, where \(F_{\text{max}}\) refers to the maximum force that could lead to the protein-ligand dissociation in one binding event and is function of the rupture force and loading rate through:

\[
k(F_{\text{max}}) = L_r \frac{\partial}{\partial F} \ln(F) \mid_{F=F_{\text{max}}}
\]

(3).

By combining equations 1 and 3, and considering a constant loading rate \(L_r\), the resulting unbinding force is:

\[
F = \frac{k_B T}{x^*} \ln\left(\frac{L_r x^*}{k_0 k_B T}\right) \quad \text{or} \quad F = \frac{k_B T}{x^*} \ln\left(\frac{x^*}{k_0 k_B T}\right) + \frac{k_B T}{x^*} \ln(L_r)
\]

(4). From equation (4), the dissociation rate constant \((k_0)\) for anti-streptavidin streptavidin and streptavidin-biotin (control) respectively were calculated and included in Table 1. Specifically, based on the linear fitting of the average rupture force versus the natural logarithm of the loading rates for anti-streptavidin antibodies-streptavidin in Figure 3a, the linear equations for the higher loading and lower loading rate regions respectively were: \(F= 41.98 \times\)
\[
\ln(L_r) - 490.4, \text{ and } F = 2.301 \times \ln(L_r) - 7.513.
\]
The resulting dissociation rate constants, \(k_0\) of the anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin complex were thus 2814 s\(^{-1}\) and 10.19 s\(^{-1}\), while the energy barrier widths, \(x^\parallel\), were 0.097 nm and 1.73 nm.

Analyses also showed that the values of the dissociation rate constants were smaller for the anti-streptavidin-streptavidin complex when compared to control biotin-streptavidin complexes thus suggesting that the bond lifetime (1/\(k_0\)) of the anti-streptavidin-streptavidin complex is much smaller than that of the control. Specifically, the linear equations for the higher loading rate region (i.e., \(F = 4.862 \times \ln(L_r) + 86.78\)), allowed determination of \(k_0\) as 24.94 s\(^{-1}\) and energy barrier width (\(x^\parallel\)) as 0.031 nm for the control. Complementary, for the lower loading rate region, the linear equation was \(F = 133.87 \times \ln(L_r) - 1084.01\) while the dissociation rate constant \(k_0\) was \(3.64 \times 10^{-9}\) s\(^{-1}\) and \(x^\parallel\) was 0.84 nm.

The above analyses confirmed previous studies that showed that there were at least two energy barriers (defined as inner and outer barriers respectively) for the biotin-streptavidin complex used as control, both presumably associated with the biotin binding close to the streptavidin pocket conformation (inner barrier) or at the last state before the unbound conformation (outer barrier)\(^{37, 46}\). Similar results were obtained by Yuan et al., (0.05 nm)\(^{43}\) and Piramowicz et al., (0.024±0.003 nm)\(^{56}\) for the inner barrier, while for the outer barrier the results were 0.49 and 0.53 nm (Yuan et al.,\(^{43}\)) and 0.38±0.21 nm (Rico et al.,\(^{37}\)) respectively. The observed values were presumably related to the H-bond ruptures events as determined by the structural packing of the individual protein-ligand and the symmetry of the streptavidin tetramer itself\(^{46}\), with the outer energy barrier being attributed to the steric hindrance generated by the Trp120 amino acid which prevents the biotin from escaping during the unbinding process\(^{46}\). Yuan et al.,\(^{43}\) also found that the outer barrier width decreases (from 0.49 nm to 0.31 nm) while the \(k_0\) dissociation constant increases (from \(1.67 \times 10^{-5}\) s\(^{-1}\) to \(6.70\times 10^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\)) after they used a truncated form of streptavidin with the Trp120 changed to Phe120.

**Activation energy determination is function of the individual protein-ligand interactions**

Using Kramer’s theory that describes the kinetic off rate for unbinding of the two partners in the individual complex and equation 4, we calculated the activation energy of the protein-ligand interaction from the intercept and the slope in the individual linear fittings respectively, where the individual fittings were based on analysis of 12 independent replicates as:

\[
L_{r,f=0} = \omega f_B \exp(-\Delta E) \quad k_B T \quad \text{where } \omega \text{ is the frequency prefactor, } f_B = k_B T / x^\parallel \text{ with } \Delta E \text{ being the activation energy.}
\]
\[ \frac{\Delta E}{k_B T} = -\ln(L_{r,F\omega}) + \ln(f_B \omega) \approx -\ln(L_{r,F\omega}) + \ln(f_B) \]

(6)

By substituting \( k_B \) and \( x^\# \) into equation (6), the activation energies of the biotin-streptavidin complex was calculated as \(-3.20 \, k_B T\) for the higher loading rate region and \(19.44 \, k_B T\) for the lower loading rate region respectively. Previous research showed that the activation energy for the biotin-streptavidin was in the range of \(2.90 \, k_B T\) to \(35.91 \, k_B T\)\(^{57,58}\).

The difference in between our and previously reported results is presumably related to the complexity of the experimental set-up in which both the loading rate range (that controlled the rupture events) and the surface functionalization method (that controlled attachment and packing of the ligand or the protein at their respective interfaces) were different. In particular, considering that each streptavidin when free in solution has 4 binding pockets for biotin, with the number of pockets decreasing upon protein immobilization, and considering that the very end of the tip is a square with the radius of 42 nm where the size of the biotin is about 3 nm, the set-up geometry will allow for a large number of binding events to occur. Such events could lead to multi-bonds formation, all function of the overall distance of the coated cantilever from the substrate, the loading rate regime applied, the distribution of the binding pockets, the geometry of the protein and its ligands, as well as hindrance effects. These were confirmed by analyzing the “intermediate region” in which the outer barrier is governed by different interactions than the ones that govern the inner barrier also suggesting high enantioselectivities\(^{59}\) of the two binding partners, with the negative energies being presumably associated with conformational changes due to the binding of the ligand at other than the streptavidin pocket binding site itself\(^{60}\).

For the anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin complex, the activation energies were \(-7.94 \, k_B T\) for the higher and \(-2.32 \, k_B T\) for the lower loading rate regions respectively. Similar results were obtained for other antibody-antigen pairs with research showing an activation energy of \(-6.37 \, k_B T\) for the arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) and human platelet \(\alpha_{IIb\beta3}\) pair\(^{61}\) or \(-6.4 \, k_B T\) for the RGD and fibrinogen pair\(^{62}\). The negative values may illustrate that the binding event is not a two-state-one-step type, but it contains an intermediate step\(^{63}\) most likely associated with the re-arrangement of the two binding partners at the interfaces they were immobilized onto. The different values of the activation energy may also be due to the model being considered for the analysis\(^{64}\). It is arbitrarily however to speculate that there were two energy barriers in the anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin complex since the protein-ligand interaction that leads to this complex formation is more intricate than the one for the control biotin-streptavidin. In particular, the “Y”-shaped structure of the anti-streptavidin antibody with the two light and two heavy chains\(^{63}\) and its length of about 10 nm can assume at least 4 different orientations when coated onto the tip surface, i.e., “end-on fab-up”, “end-on fab-down”, “side-on” and “flat-on”\(^{65}\).
Such orientations could presumably lead to reduced number of binding events with the protein-coated surface when in close proximity. While anti-streptavidin antibodies in the “end-on fab-up” structure have the highest probability to form a perfect bond with the immobilized streptavidin, other orientations resulting from either the protein or antibody’s packing at their respective two interfaces, as well as steric hindrance, are likely to generate non-specific interactions and thus explain the lower energy barrier of the complex.

**Controlling the specificity of protein-ligand recognition events allows for extended in vitro applications**

The average rupture forces as resulted from all the parallel experiments performed for both anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin and biotin-streptavidin complexes are presented in Figure 4. As shown, the control biotin-streptavidin complex had an average rupture force of 551 ± 132 pN while for the streptavidin-anti-streptavidin antibody complex the rupture force was 50.2 ± 12 pN. The rupture forces for other sets of controls, i.e., biotin or anti-streptavidin antibodies coated to the tip and brought in close proximity to only the glutaraldehyde-coated glass surfaces, were 8.6 ± 7.1 pN and 12.2 ± 6.8 pN respectively. Those additional controls were accounted to eliminate concerns related to ligand unbinding from the tip.

The performed Student’s T-test showed that the average rupture forces between biotin-streptavidin and anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin complexes were significant from each other and significant from their controls respectively. The differences in the average rupture forces between the two pairs of ligands confirmed previous results that allowed calculations of the activation energy. In particular, with the activation energy of the biotin-streptavidin bond being much larger than that of the anti-streptavidin-streptavidin bond, a larger force will be required to cross that energy barrier. This analysis suggests that controlling the specificity of binding and limiting non-specific interactions through fine tuning of the protein-ligand interactions can help identify the disposition of protein binding pocket site, its packing at nanointerfaces, as well as shed light into its energetic characteristics as linked to a particular sequence/structure and the protein-ligand recognition event.

Our study has the potential to advance biomedical applications. For instance, knowing that ELISA assay relies on the antibody immobilized on the substrate to capture the target that subsequently allows for a color change, assays can be developed to recover the antibody-antigen and make the substrate reusable. Further, by applying a known rupture force to break a specific protein-ligand bond when using controlled microfluidic flow or differentiating between “perfect” versus “imperfect” bonds, immuno-separation assays can be optimized. Specifically, by considering the orientation of the antibodies
antibodies will be in an “end-on fab-up” orientation to allow efficient capturing of the corresponding protein with the binding-breaking event performing as an “on-off switch” in vitro. Lastly, when the target binds to its receptor, the protein-ligand complex could be considered an “on” switcher while applying a specific force to break this bond will create an “off” switcher to be possibly used for diverse applications from biosensors to gene expression.

Conclusions

In this study, the energetics of anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin complex was studied by AFM and compared to that of the well-known biotin-streptavidin bond. Multi-Gaussian fitting showed that a multi-binding events occurred between the biotin-coated AFM tip and the streptavidin-coated glass surface, which are in contrast with a single binding event observed to occur between the anti-streptavidin antibody and the streptavidin surface. Results also showed that the “Y” shaped structure of the anti-streptavidin antibodies and their packing at the interfaces are more likely to form imperfect bonds with their protein ligand, thus decreasing their required rupture forces. Kinetic parameters, such as the energy barrier width, activation energy, dissociation constant of both protein-ligand complexes were obtained from Bell-Evan’s model to help evaluate and categorize protein-ligand binding affinities possibly to be extended for biomedical applications.
Experimental

Functionalization of the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) tips

TR-400PB tips (purchased from Asylum Research, USA) were functionalized with either biotin or anti-streptavidin antibodies. Briefly, the tips were first cleaned using a three steps cleaning protocol which consisted of first immersing them into 1 mL of deionized water for 10 min, secondly into acetone (Fisher Scientific, USA) for another 10 min, and lastly, in deionized water for 10 more minutes. Subsequently, the tips were dried under air, exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light for 30 min, rinsed again with 100 mM pH 7.0 phosphate buffered saline (PBS, made from mono-potassium phosphate, dipotassium hydrogen phosphate and sodium chloride, all reagents purchased from Fisher Scientific, USA) and incubated in solution of either 1 mg/mL biotin (Sigma, USA) or anti-streptavidin antibodies (Sigma, USA) for 3 h at room temperature. After incubation, the tips were rinsed in PBS to remove loosely bound ligands and used immediately.

Cleaning of glass substrates

Glass slides (d=25 mm, Corning, USA) were ultrasonicated in deionized water, 99% alcohol (Fisher Scientific, USA) and again in deionized water for 30 min each. Subsequently the slides were dried under vacuum for 1 day and before use exposed to UV light for 30 min.

Protein functionalization of the glass substrates

Streptavidin was covalently attached to the cleaned glass slides using established methods. Briefly, glass slide was immersed into a Piranha solution (96.4% sulfuric acid, H2SO4, Fisher Scientific, USA) and 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, Fisher Scientific, USA) in a 3:1 volume ratio, and heated to 120 °C for 10 min. After exposure to Piranha, the slide was thoroughly washed with deionized water and dried under vacuum for 1 day. Upon drying, the slide was immersed in 1 ml of 5% 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS; Fisher Scientific, USA), 99.5% toluene solution (Fisher Scientific, USA) and incubated at room temperature for 1 h. Upon time elapse, the slide was again washed thoroughly with deionized water, toluene and deionized water and subsequently immersed into 1 mL 5% glutaraldehyde (Acros Organics, USA) in 0.2 M pH 9.0 Tris-buffered saline (TBS, made from tris and hydrochloric acid, reagents purchased from Fisher Scientific, USA) at room temperature, for 1 h with shaking at 200 rpm. Lastly, the slides were extensively rinsed with TBS, activated for 15 min in a 1ml solution of pH 4.7 of 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES, Fisher Scientific, USA) containing 160 mM 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC, Acros Organics, USA) and 80 mM N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, Pierce, USA) and incubated in 2 mL of 4 µg/mL streptavidin solution in
PBS at room temperature and 200 rpm for 3 h. The slides were removed from the streptavidin solution and the remaining solution was collected. Upon incubation, the streptavidin-functionalized glass slide was rinsed thoroughly with PBS to remove loosely bound proteins and the first 200 µL of the washout was also collected, added to the supernatant, and used for protein loading analysis.

**Evaluation of the protein loading onto the functionalized glass slide**

The amount of the streptavidin bound to the glass slides was evaluated using micro BCA protein assay (Pierce, USA) and subtracting the amount of the protein washed out in the supernatant and collected washes from the amount of the protein initially added in the incubation step. Briefly, 500 µL of working reagent containing 50 parts of reagent A, 48 parts reagent B and 2 parts of reagent C (all reagents were provided with the kit) were mixed with 500 µL streptavidin solution (either from the supernatant and or the 200 µL of the washes) and incubated at 60 °C for 1 h. After incubation and sample cooling to room temperature, absorbance at 562 nm was recorded using a UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific EVO300). Known concentrations of streptavidin in the working reagent were used to form a calibration curve.

**AFM force measurement**

A contact mode AFM force measurement was used to evaluate the rupture forces between biotin- or anti-streptavidin antibodies-coated tip and streptavidin-coated substrate. The trigger force was fixed to 3 nN and the spring constant of the cantilever was measured and calibrated before each experiment using established calibration method\(^4\). The area for each analysis was kept constant to 1 µm x 1 µm.

**Statistical data analysis**

In order to compare the average rupture forces, a Student T-test was carried out with the significance level of \(p^*<0.05\); 40 parallel force map experiments per individual sample analysis (i.e., where sample is defined as either of the ligand) were performed, with at least 6 samples being analyzed at independent times. For the loading rate dependence of the rupture force there were at least 12 samples being analyzed. For each, there were at least 5 areas of 1 µm x 1 µm being considered; in each one of these areas the loading force was varied. For the biotin-streptavidin, the loading rate varied from 250 to 150000 pN/s, while for anti-streptavidin antibodies-streptavidin the loading rate varied from 11500 to 161000 pN/s. These loading rates accommodated the different spring constant as measured for individual experiments.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Bell Model Parameters from F vs ln(Lr) relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand-protein complex</th>
<th>Loading rate (pN/s)</th>
<th>Energy barrier width x² (nm)</th>
<th>Dissociation rate constant in the absence of an external force k₀ (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Activation energy E (kBT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin</td>
<td>11500 to 161000</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>-2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18400 to 690000</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>2814</td>
<td>-7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotin-streptavidin</td>
<td>250 to 2500</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.64×10⁻⁹</td>
<td>19.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7500 to 150000</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>24.94</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.

Concept drawing of surface functionalization and contact mode analysis performed using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). (a) Functionalization of streptavidin protein to the glass surfaces; functionalization was performed using covalent binding. (b) Functionalization of anti-streptavidin antibody or biotin to the AFM tip. Schematic representation of the rupture force between streptavidin and its ligands, i.e., anti-streptavidin antibodies (c), or biotin used as control (d) respectively.

Figure 2.

Binding forces between streptavidin and its ligands, namely anti-streptavidin antibodies and biotin used as control. (a) Contact mode force map analysis of the rupture force between representative anti-streptavidin antibody-coated tip and streptavidin-coated glass surface. (b) Contact mode force map analysis of the rupture force between representative biotin-coated tip and streptavidin-coated glass surface. The colored squares are associated with different values of the rupture forces being measured, with the darker representing smaller and brighter colors representing larger rupture forces respectively. (c) Representative distribution of the rupture forces between streptavidin-coated glass surface and anti-streptavidin antibody-coated tip. (d) Representative distribution of the rupture forces between streptavidin-coated glass surface and the biotin-coated tip. The distributions were obtained from independent force maps, with the two force maps for the individual ligands being analyzed being also representatives of all parallel experiments (n=12).
Figure 3.
Loading rate dependence on the rupture force in the unbinding process of the (a) anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin; and (b) biotin-streptavidin respectively. The x axis is the logarithm of the loading rate while the y axis represents the rupture force; 12 independent force maps were obtained for each of the protein-ligand being investigated.

Figure 4.
Histogram of the average rupture force between streptavidin and its ligands, with at least 240 independent force maps analyses being performed for each of the complexes being investigated. Control I and control II represents the average rupture force between biotin- and anti-streptavidin antibody-coated tip and the glass respectively (with at least 60 independent force maps for each of the controls). A Student T-test was carried out with the significance level of $p^*<0.05$; (*) indicates significance between individual complexes and the control while (***) indicates significant from the different complexes.
Figure 1: Concept drawing of surface functionalization and contact mode analysis performed using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). (a) Functionalization of streptavidin protein to the glass surfaces; functionalization was performed using covalent binding. (b) Functionalization of anti-streptavidin antibody or biotin to the AFM tip.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the rupture force between streptavidin and its ligands, i.e., anti-streptavidin antibodies (c), or biotin used as control (d) respectively.
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Figure 2: Binding forces between streptavidin and its ligands, namely anti-streptavidin antibodies and biotin used as control. (a) Contact mode force map analysis of the rupture force between representative anti-streptavidin antibody-coated tip and streptavidin-coated glass surface. (b) Contact mode force map analysis of the rupture force between representative biotin-coated tip and streptavidin-coated glass surface. The colored squares are associated with different values of the rupture forces being measured, with the darker representing smaller and brighter colors representing larger rupture forces respectively. (c) Representative distribution of the rupture forces between streptavidin-coated glass surface and anti-streptavidin antibody-coated tip. (d) Representative distribution of the rupture forces between streptavidin-coated glass surface and the biotin-coated tip. The distributions were obtained from independent force maps, with the two force maps for the individual ligands being analyzed being also representatives of all parallel experiments (n=12).
Figure 3: Loading rate dependence on the rupture force in the unbinding process of the (a) anti-streptavidin antibody-streptavidin; and (b) biotin-streptavidin respectively. The x axis is the logarithm of the loading rate while the y axis represents the rupture force; 12 independent force maps were obtained for each of the protein-ligand being investigated.
Figure 4: Histogram of the average rupture force between streptavidin and its ligands, with at least 240 independent force maps analyses being performed for each of the complexes being investigated. Control I and control II represents the average rupture force between biotin- and anti-streptavidin antibody-coated tip and the glass respectively (with at least 60 independent force maps for each of the controls). A Student T-test was carried out with the significance level of p*<0.05; (*) indicates significance between individual complexes and the control while (***) indicates significant from the different complexes.
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